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How to contribute

To position the Queensland Historical Atlas as a dynamic site for research and publication on the Queensland landscape, and to take advantage of its online presence, the Atlas takes the form of a refereed online journal. It will be published annually in December. The first issue was a cumulative issue 2009-10. The Queensland Historical Atlas Editorial Board is listed at the Editors tab. To contribute please contact the Editorial Board through the Feedback tab. Suggestions for future articles are encouraged, and scholars are most welcome to submit a draft or proposal for comment. Please follow the style guide displayed in current articles. Each article should address one of the fourteen themes and include a map, 800-1500 words of text and suitable images. Once articles are submitted they will be subject to refereeing by the Editorial Board.

How to cite

To cite essays in the Queensland Historical Atlas please use a standard journal citation together with the system generated permanent URL path setting and the copyright date. For example: Sean Ulm and Geraldine Mate, ‘Conflict: how people contest the landscape’, Queensland Historical Atlas, 2009-10, http://www.qhatlas.com.au/essay/conflict-how-people-contest-landscape, 2010. To cite maps or images use the system generated permanent URL path setting and date.

Personnel

More than 110 researchers have contributed to this atlas, including scholars from every Queensland university as well as those working on aspects of Queensland both nationally and internationally. Go to the Authors tab for more information.

General Editors are Professor Peter Spearritt and Dr Marion Stell, University of Queensland. For the current Editorial Board see the Editors tab.

ARC Linkage Grant 2007-10: the following people comprised the editorial team for the first edition of the Atlas published in December 2010: Professor Peter Spearritt, Dr Marion Stell, Professor David Carter, Assoc-Professor Clive McAlpine, Dr Geraldine Mate, Dr Celmara Pocock, Dr Geoff Ginn, Dr Sean Ulm, Dr Nicole Bordes, Trish Barnard, Luke Keogh, Owen Powell

Origin and funding

The Queensland Historical Atlas project was funded by a three-year grant from the Australian Research Council, 2007-10. It was an ARC Linkage Grant between the University of Queensland and the Queensland Museum. It now receives significant ongoing support from the Centre for the Government of Queensland, at the University of Queensland.
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